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Description
Underground mining comprises a range of activities, from rock excavation tasks (such as drilling, charging and blasting) to support functions (including
managing the inflow of water, ventilating blast fumes, and building the necessary infrastructure). Automation in underground mining has previously
focused on fixed equipment such as mine hoists, crushers, and conveyor belts. For underground mines to reach high productivity automatic scheduling
of the mobile production system must be considered.

Background & Motivation
The margins in underground mining are con-
stantly under pressure as costs increase with
depth of production. A survey of more than 200
high level executives in mining companies around
the world revealed that the top challenge modern
mines are facing is maximizing production effec-
tiveness [1]. The same study reports that increas-
ing production effectiveness is more urgent than
improving reliability of individual equipment.

Even in modern mines the part of the working
time spent on directly value adding activities can
be as low as 50%. Preliminary studies show that
the amount of time spent on value adding activ-
ities can be increased by 20% using automatic
scheduling compared to current manual practice.
The scheduling of mobile machinery typically has
a horizon of one week corresponding to a few hun-
dred activities, and a solution need to obey con-
straints coming from both upstream and down-
stream processes, see Figure 1.

Underground mining automation has previ-
ously focused on fixed equipment, an area where
ABB has a strong industrial record of successful
deployments all over the world. However, it is
essential for mines to utilize the mobile produc-
tion system to its maximal efficiency in order to
remain profitable when going deeper.
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Figure 1: The different levels of planning,
scheduling and control in underground mining.

Figure 2: The scheduling of rock bolters is an
example of sub-processes which needs to be au-
tomated for mines to stay profitable.

Research Goal & Question
For underground mines to stay competitive sev-
eral topics needs to be investigated.

� What are the suitable methods for auto-
matic scheduling in underground mining?
How can a robust schedule with real-time
feedback be constructed which is not sen-
sitive to minor disturbances?

� Common objectives in scheduling of un-
derground mine operation is to minimize
makespan, minimize deviation from tar-
geted production, or minimize energy con-
sumption. How are schedules constructed
to consider this multi-objective nature?

� Underground mining comprises a range of
activities. Should all mine activities be
collated in one scheduling solution? If not,
which parts are essential to integrate due
to e.g. shared resources?

� In the end, a mine planner should use and
rely on generated schedules. How can so-
lutions be designed to be flexible and in-
tuitive to interact with?

Figure 3: The vision of underground mining
where scheduling of mobile machinery is au-
tomated, and thus displayed side-by-side with
other automated processes such as crushers and
conveyor belts.

Methods & Preliminary Results
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Figure 4: Excavating drifts follows a cyclic pro-
cess containing at least these 5 steps.
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Figure 5: Heuristic algorithms can be used to
quickly produce feasible schedules without notion
of optimality.

Drift excavation follows the five-stage blasting cy-
cle shown in Figure 4. This can be regarded a
k-stage hybrid flow shop with k=5. The schedul-
ing problem corresponds to a combinatorial opti-
mization problem, which for non-trivial instances
is NP-hard. Methods for solving the k-stage hy-
brid flow shop scheduling problem include

� Exact methods such as graph search with
Branch and Bound, Mixed Integer Pro-
gramming and Constraint Programming for
solving the problem to optimality.

� Heuristic algorithms for quickly producing
feasible solutions.

� Metaheuristic optimization methods such
as Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algo-
rithms, and Tabu Search.

Although the research on scheduling applied to
other process industries can be found extensively
in literature, work on scheduling in underground
mining is scarce.

Roadmap & Milestones
1yr Previous work, end-user-perspective, base-

line solution

3yr Increase complexity of scheduling prob-
lem, proof-of-concept by simulation

5yr Verify methods and models in a real un-
derground mine environment.
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